Department of English
Spring Awards 2017

Research Excellence Award
Awarded to graduate students who have demonstrated excellence in a scholarly or creative thesis or dissertation

Taylor Brorby  Claire Kortyna  Camille Meyers  Monica Richards

Not pictured: Corrina Carter, Jooyoung Lee, Imelda Wisey, Erin Zimmerman

Teaching Excellence Award
Awarded to graduate students who have demonstrated excellence in teaching

Thomas Ballard  Philip Gallagher  Sock Wun Phng  Brenda Tyrrell
Pearl Hogrefe Grants in Creative Writing
Awarded to graduate students who show extraordinary promise in creative writing

Dark Horse Creative Writing Award
Awarded to graduate students in creative writing who display exceptional talent, discipline, and skill in their writing, as well as dedication to their work

W. Paul Jones Scholarship
In recognition of scholarly excellence in rhetoric & professional communication

Aubrey E. Galyon Scholarship
Awarded to an undergraduate senior, or MA student ready to begin work toward a PhD in literature, linguistics, or rhetoric

EnglQueer Outreach Award
Annual award for raising awareness in the Iowa State community about Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgendered, and Transsexual issues
Freda Huncke Endowment Award
Awarded to students majoring in English who demonstrate academic excellence and expository writing ability

Sarah–Helen Davis
Elizabeth Leslie
Hannah Oxley
Not pictured: Adam Alcott, Rachel Francis

Herta David Scholarships in English
Awarded to Iowa State undergraduates majoring in English

Samantha Nimmo
Morgan Helgens

Will C. Jumper Scholarship
Awarded to an Iowa State undergraduate who demonstrates excellence in poetry writing

Andrew Noonan
Rachel Reyes

Outstanding Student in Linguistics Scholarship
Awarded annually to one student majoring in linguistics for exceptional academic performance

Abby Crimmins

Critical Writing Award
Awarded to an undergraduate or graduate student for a single piece of critical exposition originally written for an English course at Iowa State University

Mariah McGuire
Kurt Moody Creative Writing Award
Given in honor of Kurt Moody to an Iowa State undergraduate student who demonstrates excellence in creative writing

Morgan Helgens  Sara–Helen Davis

James & Rachel Lowrie Family Awards
Awarded in recognition of a junior or senior whose oral and written performance in English courses demonstrates outstanding growth, perception, and capability in the study of literature

Tyler Hoenig  Samantha Nimmo

Richard Caplan Sketch Prize
Awarded to authors in three genres—poetry, fiction, and nonfiction—whose work represents the strongest writing in each genre to be published in Sketch magazine

Shawn Robinson
Poetry

not pictured:
Anne Seely – Nonfiction
Danielle Wolf – Fiction

Pearl Hogrefe Sophomore Scholarship in Creative Writing
In recognition of an original and imaginative use of language and future promise in creative writing

Jennifer Lam

Pearl Hogrefe Senior Scholarship in Creative Writing
In recognition of outstanding originality, unusual perspective and a unique voice in creative writing

Samantha Nimmo  Mariah McGuire

Richard R. Wright Award
In recognition of academic excellence and expository writing ability

Carlos Toledo–Parada
Paul L. Carolyn Errington Award
In recognition of academic excellence in environmental literary criticism

Phoebe Wagner

Speech Communication Ray Dearin Award for Academic Excellence
In recognition of a Speech Communication Major who exhibits the strongest academic record within the major

Isaac Deford

Speech Communication Demosthenes Outstanding Speaker Award
In recognition of a student's exceptional achievement as a public speaker in Speech Communication courses

Emma Schulte

Albert L. Walker Excellence in English Award
In recognition of academic excellence and exceptional ability in the study of literature

Sonia Del Hierro  Hannah Oxley  Ashlyn Butler

Cross-disciplinary Linguistics Scholarship
In recognition of academic excellence and promising ability in the study of linguistics

Aiden Jones